Cognitive Therapy for Psychosis: A Skills-Based Workshop
Anthony P. Morrison, University of Manchester and Greater Manchester West
This training will outline a cognitive approach to the understanding of distressing psychotic experiences,
which suggests that it is the interpretation of these intrusions and problematic responses to them that
causes the associated distress and disability. An overview of recent and current research that supports
this cognitive model and the treatment approach that is derived from it will be provided. We will use a
variety of techniques including collaborative discussion, role plays and video demonstration to illustrate
how this model can be used to develop idiosyncratic case formulations with service users and how such
formulations are used to guide intervention. Specific issues to be covered include development of
formulations, using these to derive intervention strategies, engagement and use of homework tasks.
The training will assume some knowledge of and basic skills in cognitive therapy and some experience of
working with people with psychosis. Learning outcomes will include the ability to develop formulations
based on the model, knowledge of how to utilise these to collaboratively select change strategies and
observation of common change strategies to promote understanding of their use.
Learning objectives:
Participants should be able to –




Understand the rationale for the use of CT for people with psychosis
Develop case formulations based on a cognitive model
Select treatment strategies based on such formulations
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